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Abstract

Imaging genomics is a new field of investigation that seeks to gain insights into the impact of human genetic variation on the structure, chemistry and function of neural systems in health and disease. As publications in this field have increased over the past decade, increasing concerns have been raised about false positive results entering the literature. Here we provide an overview of the field of imaging genomic and genetic approaches, and discuss factors related to research design and analysis that can enhance the informativeness and replicability of these studies. We conclude that imaging genetic studies can provide important insights into the role of human genetic variation on neural systems and circuits, both in the context of normal quantitative variation and in relation to neuropsychiatric disease. We also argue that demonstrating genetic association to imaging-derived traits is subject to the same constraints as any other genetic study, including stringent Type I error control. Adequately powered studies are necessary; however, there are currently limited data available to allow precise estimates of effect sizes for candidate gene studies. Independent replication is necessary before a result can be considered definitive, and for studies with small sample sizes is necessary before publication. Increased transparency of methods and enhanced data sharing will further enhance replicability.
Background

Imaging genomics is a relatively new field of investigation that seeks to gain insights into the impact of human genetic variation on the structure, chemistry and function of neural systems in health and disease (1). In general, imaging genomics studies take one of two approaches: 1) candidate gene approaches that attempt to identify an association between a specific genetic variant of *a priori* interest with quantitative variation in neuroimaging measure(s); 2) discovery based approaches, that seek to discover genes that are associated with variation in specific imaging measures. As such, *imaging genomics comprise one element of a range of mechanistic studies which may involve functional, structural, and molecular imaging, as well as cellular and molecular investigations in human tissues or animal model systems, in order to provide converging insights into the mechanisms by which genes may alter brain development and function and may lead to the signs and symptoms of a disorder* (2).

During this period there have also been major developments in the genetic tools that are available, from low-cost whole genome sequencing to targeted SNP chips, as well as new methods for imaging brain anatomy, functional and chemistry, and a host of new computational analytic approaches. Additionally, technological innovations, such as those supported by the Brain Research Through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies (BRAIN) initiative (http://braininitiative.nih.gov/index.htm), will likely provide a means to more directly connect cellular and molecular mechanisms to specific neural circuitry abnormalities in humans further enhancing the sensitivity of this approach.

In this rapidly advancing field, a range of perspectives on imaging genomics methodologies has evolved, with excitement for the ability to link genetic variations with specific neural systems tempered by a number of concerns. These include the merits of exploratory versus hypothesis-driven approaches, concerns about sample sizes and approaches used to protect against type I error (3) raising concerns about the replicability of many published studies in the field. In a recent review of 40 imaging genomics studies involving 7 GWAS positive genes for schizophrenia it was noted that while most genes showed positive associations with schizophrenia-related imaging phenotypes, only 21% of studies met a previously specified minimum criterion (for an imaging study) of 20 subjects per cell, over 90% had flaws in the clinical/genetic design, correction for multiple comparisons was rare and very few true replications were reported (4). In the present paper we explore these and other issues related to the design, analysis and interpretation of imaging genomics studies and provide suggestions as to how investigators can optimize this approach to understanding the etiology and pathophysiology of brain disorders.

**Discovery Based Versus Candidate Gene Approaches**

Two general classes of imaging genetics/genomics investigations have emerged: 1) discovery-based studies, that seek to identify genetic associations with brain imaging phenotypes and 2) candidate gene approaches that test specific *a priori* hypotheses regarding the role of genes in brain biology and disease mechanisms. Discovery-based approaches take advantage of the growing availability of low cost, large-scale genotyping enabling genome-wide analyses. They may identify new genes not previously associated with the phenotype studied or with aspects of brain biology. However, precisely because of their hypothesis-free nature, unbiased correction for multiple testing is required and such studies require very large sample sizes.

Discovery based approaches can be interfaced with imaging in one of two ways. First, a variant discovered in a GWAS or other undirected “forward” genetic study that survives multiple comparison correction and is replicated has strong evidence of being associated with the target phenotype of that
study. In that case, prior hypotheses can be formulated with regard to the neural impact of that variant with a higher degree of specificity and confidence, in particular if imaging paradigms are used and neural systems are imaged that have evidence for being intermediate phenotypes (“endophenotypes”) of that disorder (see below). Secondly, imaging data can themselves be the target phenotypes for discovery-based approaches. The ENIGMA consortium has shown that this approach can identify common genetic variants associated with a structural imaging phenotype such as hippocampal volume (5). It is also often suggested that commonly used imaging procedures can provide strict control for false positives in imaging genetics (6).

Since recent developments in GWA studies provide an increasing number of common variants with genome-wide evidence for clinical diagnosis based association, the application of discovery-based strategies in imaging genetics is likely to increase. To date, however, the majority of imaging genomic studies have taken a candidate gene approach, where one or more SNPs for which there is some prior evidence of association with disease are tested against an imaging phenotype/s. Many studies are based on SNPs from candidate gene association studies from early, pre-GWAS era studies. In most instances, the clinical genetics studies that originally identified these candidate gene genetic studies have well detailed problems, including being confounded by sample sizes inadequate for the expected effect sizes, publication bias, and population stratification leading to a lack of consistent reproducibility. Thus, many of these genes are no longer considered among the likely susceptibility genes for the clinical disorders. This does not mean that they will not show association to brain structure or function, but it suggests that the associations in brain, if valid, are not likely related to the psychiatric illness that led to their being of interest in the first place. Imaging studies choosing to focus on candidate genes without strong prior genetic findings would be expected to have higher type I error rates. Additional prior biological evidence may motivate such a particular candidate gene study, such as a known function for the gene in key aspects of brain development or functions that are implicated in the disease. These studies may directly inform hypotheses regarding the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying the disease in question.

Compelling prior probabilities needed to motivate a candidate gene study could include previous replicated GWAS or CNV findings and/or a biological hypothesis linked to specific mechanisms involved in the structure and function of circuits, specific anatomical regions or cells in the brain.

Studies using polygene risk scores, which can be derived from GWAS or from (for example, meta-analytic) lists of genes associated with a phenotype or from a known molecular pathway offer a simple, omnibus genome-based regressor for analyzing variance in any brain phenotype accounted for by additive effects of common genetic variants. They may have increased sensitivity to establish associations at the genomic level. If derived from GWAS, such scores can inform what - for example - the "(common variant) schizophrenia genome" can do to the brain in a discovery study, but not necessarily establish detailed links across genes, neural circuits and systems affected in brain disorders. To glean insights into neurobiology, the polygenes used to create the score may be further dissected into pathways that have strong neurobiological priors or are informed by expression or other data linking variation to the cellular substrates or circuitry implicated in disease (7).

While most imaging genetics study have examined the association of individual SNPs with a quantitative imaging phenotype, approaches based on multiple variant analyses are increasingly popular, as most complex traits represent genomic variation, not individual gene variation. Yang et al (2011 AJHG)(8) introduced a method called GTCA (genome-wide complex trait analysis) for estimating the variance in a complex trait by multiple SNPs, for example all SNPs on a given chromosome or all SNPs in the genome. This is an algorithm for predicting the narrow range heritability of a complex trait by a large number of common variants genotypes en mass. The accuracy of the statistics is dependent on sample size, and most imaging genetics studies to date
have not achieved sufficient power to use this approach with confidence.

**Optimizing Imaging Phenotypes to Enhance Replicability**

**Heritability and Prior Probability of a Neurobiological Mechanism**

The underlying principle of any genetic association study is the association of genotype with phenotype. A phenotype is an observable trait that is the manifest expression of genetic and environmental background (and their interaction), and not just anything that can be measured. An 'intermediate phenotype' or endophenotype is additionally required to be a trait feature related to a disease process, present to a degree in unaffected relatives, and heritable (9, 10). Establishing the heritability of the measures to be used in imaging genomics is critical for inferring a relationship between genetic association with an imaging phenotype and genetic association with disease pathophysiology. Heritability in studies of normal individual differences can also strengthen the inference that can be made from these studies. However, there is no clear requirement for the level of heritability, and high heritability does not necessarily confer large effect sizes in association studies. For example, IQ is highly heritable, yet finding genes that affect common variation in intellectual abilities across heterogeneous populations is challenging, likely due to its highly polygenic nature. Until recently, successes were largely limited to *de novo* or inherited mutations with major effects on cognitive function (11). Nevertheless, large-scale investigations suggest that rare CNVs implicated in developmental neuropsychiatric disorders also affect cognition and neuroanatomy even in control carriers, who do not have psychiatric disease or significant intellectual disability. Recently, (12) showed that the presence of schizophrenia-associated CNVs (e.g. chromosome 15q11.2) is associated with reduced cognitive ability and a gene-dosage dependent effect on brain structure in healthy Icelandic individuals.

To establish that a phenotype is related to genetic risk for illness, it is necessary to study individuals who are at increased genetic risk but do not have a clinical diagnosis, such as family members, ideally discordant monozygotic (MZ) twins or siblings. Studying family members across generations requires proper modeling of nonlinear effects of age on brain phenotypes or potentially directly modeling these age-related changes using appropriate genetic models (e.g. (13, 14)). Very few of the phenotypes in the current imaging genetics literature meet all such requirements (15), although evidence for heritability (or at least familiality) has been provided for a few structural MRI phenotypes (14, 16), as well as several functional imaging phenotypes including prefrontal activation(17) hippocampal-prefrontal connectivity (18) during working memory, striatal hypoactivation during reward expectancy(19), cingulate engagement during cognitive control tasks (20) and hippocampal activation during episodic memory (21).

A second important requirement for a robust illness related imaging phenotype is a measure that is sensitive to biological processes hypothesized to be affected by a disease and neuroimaging can provide such measures at multiple levels of neural organization from molecular (PET, MRS) to systems (structural and functional MRI).

**Unique Issues Related to the Use of Imaging Data as Quantitative Phenotypes**

In contrast to clinical phenotypes characterized categorically or by a few values, neuroimaging provides a magnitude of data on a scale comparable to genomics itself. Current methods of data analysis are often aimed at reducing this dimensionality by focusing on linear models of variation in regions of interest (ROI). However, there is no assurance that reducing dimensionality of the neuroimaging data "carves the joints" in a manner that is most productive for integration with genomic data, or representative of underlying biology. As even larger samples are essential for discovery-
based integration of neuroimaging and genomics, across heterogeneous samples, multi-site collaborations have increasingly emerged. Such efforts had first to demonstrate that measures of brain structure and function are reproducible. Advanced high-throughput image processing and automated segmentation methods were developed and demonstrated high intra- and inter scanner reliability of measuring brain volumes in multiple structures (22, 23). Several collaborations have integrated structural data from multiple sites and accepted methods for “harmonizing” scanners have been developed. The Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (24), has developed a standardized approach to structural MRI and the functional Brain Imaging Research Network (25) has developed methods for functional MRI studies (26). The ENIGMA Consortium has paved the way for participation of multiple institutions and a systematic meta-analytic approach (27).

There are additional issues that are unique to imaging phenotypes. Even within structural imaging, while progress has been made in standardizing volumetric measurements, there is still considerable uncertainty about the nature of variation in structural measures with MRI. MRI is a biochemical assay, not an assay of physical structure, per se. Indeed, many environmental factors have been found to influence structural MRI measures, including subject motion, exercise history, weight, hydration, medications, alcohol consumption, smoking, and other substance use, making interpretation of structural differences between cases and controls and even with genetic association problematic. DTI based connectivity measures are promising but understanding the origins of variation in white matter microstructure, as assessed with DTI, in clinical populations is challenging (28). Functional neuroimaging enables the measurement of brain responses during cognitive demands that can be quantified in terms of both activation and functional or effective connectivity. In contrast to structural and DTI measures which are derived single values, functional imaging involves multiple measures on the same individual over time. Comparison across sites and studies of functional imaging data may be limited by variation in the tasks used and in the approaches to analysis, as well as reliability of the measure. Drawing upon efforts such as CNTRICS (29, 30) in which a set of specific cognitive imaging paradigms were recommended based upon their construct validity can help bring consistency to the field. Following similar recommendations developed by the NIMH RDoC initiative (31, 32) these approaches have the potential to bring more coherence to the field and facilitate data pooling and meta-analyses. In both Europe and the US, standardized functional imaging paradigms that fulfill at least some of these requirements have been developed and their reliability quantified (33, 34). It must be noted, however, that new paradigms will be introduced as cognitive and affective neuroscience continues to progress, and it will be important to ensure that the somewhat arduous work involved in optimizing these paradigms and establishing their measurement reliability is undertaken.

**Specific Issues Related to the Design and Analysis of fMRI-based Phenotypes**

Typically, fMRI/genomic studies use behavioral paradigms that have construct validity as sensitive measures of cognitive or emotional functions that are impaired by the illness. It is important that subjects’ behavior be monitored during scanning. A question that was raised early in the design and interpretation of clinical functional neuroimaging studies is how to address the likelihood that a clinical group will perform worse than controls? On the one hand, this is to be expected if paradigms are valid and sensitive measures targeting illness-related deficits. On the other hand, impaired performance may confound the interpretation of results as patients may not be engaged in the task to the same degree as controls (35). This is especially a problem in blocked design studies, where data are acquired over multiple trials and lapses off task may result in a contrast of brain activity associated with different brain states. One solution is to match patients and controls on performance. This ensures that both groups are comparably engaged in the task. A disadvantage of this approach is that it may require administering different versions of a task in order to match performance, or the selection of an atypical patient cohort or a poorly functioning control group.
Another concern about this approach is that the absence of behavioral differences does not allow a robust link to be established at the individual subject level between genes, brain activity and behavior. An alternative approach, widely adopted since the advent of event-related fMRI, is to constrain the fMRI analysis to correct trials, ensuring that all subjects are on task during the acquisition. This approach also permits individual task performance to be used as an additional behavioral correlate of illness status and genotype, further strengthening the link between dysfunctional neural circuitry and cognitive impairment at the individual subject level.

Multiple comparison statistical correction is standard for structural and functional imaging studies with a variety of valid methods in general use including family-wise, cluster level and false discovery rate based approaches (36, 37). An additional challenge for imaging genetics is that the measures obtained are often not independent of each other. From a statistical standpoint, this brings up the issue of how to determine the appropriate statistical threshold. When applied to neuroimaging data, Bonferroni correction may inappropriately eliminate both false and true positive results. Thus, other approaches such as false discovery rate (FDR) or permutation testing have been advocated in order to better control the expected proportion of falsely rejected hypotheses. There is variation, however, in the manner in which these methods are applied, and studies sometimes perform multiple analyses that can inflate type I error. One example that can be readily addressed is the use of multiple small-volume corrected (SVC) regions of interest, where correction is at the region level rather than across all voxels analyzed. If an a priori hypothesis is about a network (i.e. multiple ROI’s) Type I error can be appropriately controlled by correcting for all voxels in the network (combined ROI’s). The situation becomes more complex when a study involves multiple contrasts, and correlations between clinical or performance measures and fMRI data, and the field struggles with when and how to correct for these multiple analyses. It is critical that authors clearly articulate the number of comparisons that were conducted, and clearly describe the methods and rationale for their approach to controlling type I error. A more daunting issue arises when one considers the likelihood that data may be analyzed using different models and thresholds in a manner that may increase type I error. The development of online data repositories where data are available for re-analysis is one solution to this.

Clinical Factors That May Influence Results of Imaging Genomic Studies

Many clinical factors can complicate the interpretation of imaging data, with direct implications for imaging genomic and genetic studies. These include, including the well-documented effects of antipsychotics and lithium on measures of brain structure as well as the cardiovascular and substance related factors listed in the preceding section on MRI based phenotypes. For large population-based studies these factors are difficult to control. Focusing on young, recent onset patients and the use of rigorous exclusions can address some of these concerns but this is a practical limitation for sample sizes. While including chlorpromazine equivalents as a covariate is often done to address medication effects, it is difficult to capture the duration and extent of treatment accurately, and it is unlikely that this will correct for the biological effects of long-term treatment. One solution is to study healthy siblings of patients who share increased risk but not clinical confounders. Another is the study of individuals in the prodromal phase of illness, before psychoactive medications are applied.

A number of studies have reported an effect of a particular variant on an imaging phenotype in a patient group, but an absence of an effect in controls. A possible explanation for association in patients not present in controls is because of illness-relevant contexts that interact with genotype, or the effect in patients may be linked to clinical epiphenomena, such as medication effects that interact with genotype. For example, if a gene influences drug metabolism or the impact of a drug on brain structural or functional measurements, this effect will appear in patients, but not in the controls, yet be
unrelated to the neural substrates of risk. Imaging associations observed only in patients should be viewed with caution.

**Optimizing Candidate Gene Based Analyses to Enhance Replicability**

Addressing key analytic issues will enhance the replicability of imaging genomic studies. Population stratification can be partially addressed through appropriate statistical modeling, such as multivariate indices of lineage informative markers, in large samples. In small samples this can be addressed by focusing on homogeneous subgroups, though the generalizability of these results will be limited.

Correction for multiple comparisons is essential to protect against type I error. Because imaging phenotypes are often complex and multimodal, e.g. behavior and brain activation across various contrasts, and because the same cohort is often used across multiple genetic studies, it is critical to specify how many comparisons were actually conducted and how they were controlled for. An additional challenge for imaging genetics is that the measures obtained are often not independent of each other. From a statistical standpoint, this brings up the issue of how to determine the appropriate statistical threshold. When applied to neuroimaging data, Bonferroni correction may inappropriately eliminate both false and true positive results. Thus, other approaches such as false discovery rate (FDR) or permutation testing have been advocated in order to better control the expected proportion of falsely rejected hypotheses.

Data reduction can increase power to detect associations; a candidate gene approach could potentially serve this purpose when it is well motivated. In the absence of robust priors this approach is prone to increased Type I error due to lower statistical thresholds typically used in candidate gene studies compared to GWAS. The prior probability of a particular hypothesis or research question is reflected by the answer to the question “What is the probability of a meaningful association between a genetic variant and a disease” and can include previous GWAS association or a compelling neurobiological mechanism? (38).

Employing sample sizes that are adequate to detect the expected effect size is essential for any genetic study. For imaging genetic association studies a frequent assumption is that brain-based phenotypes will be more sensitive to detecting association than is the case for clinical disorders. The fact that some small sample studies have been published with replications (39) provides some limited evidence in support of this premise. However recent critiques of neuroscience research in general and imaging genetics specifically have argued that the small sample size studies are inherently prone to both type I and type II error, and lead to inflated estimates in effect sizes [18, 19]. These studies have suggested that up to 50% of published associations may be false positives (40, 41). Whether the mean effect size of loci that contribute to variation in intermediate phenotypes is larger than the mean effect size of loci contributing to psychiatric disease, an assumption that has often been made in imaging genomics, has been an issue of recent controversy. However based upon the existing literature it is unlikely that effect sizes for imaging phenotypes are dramatically larger than those for psychiatric disease (42) (43), and are also highly likely to be polygenic. Based on hundreds of studies in the National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) Catalog of published GWAS (44), for quantitative traits the amount of variance explained by any one locus is well under 0.5% (45). An appropriately conservative approach to this problem, that addresses the trade-offs between an unknown effect size (limiting the ability to estimate the power of a given study) and the practicalities of scanning very large samples is to require independent replication for small sample studies. Replication is defined as studying the same phenotype and the same genetic variant, which has an effect in the same direction (46).
The widespread requirement for the US genetics community to share all data through repositories such as dbGAP has been critical to the success currently being enjoyed in psychiatric genetics using the GWA approach to syndromal disorders. Given the resource intensity of imaging genomic studies, creating structures that increase the feasibility of reanalysis and independent replication is essential. Enhanced methods for data sharing and public access to imaging genomic data sets would be particularly helpful in this regard. Recent examples for this include the ENIGMA consortium of brain structure (27).

**Specific issues related to imaging genetics studies of common versus rare variants**

The literature to date has predominantly focused on the investigation of common allelic variation in relation to variation in brain imaging parameters. This is because high-throughput methods were developed first for common variants and current imaging sample sizes are generally too small to focus on rare variants. However, it has long been appreciated that rare variants also play a role in the etiology of neurodevelopmental disorders, particularly intellectual disability, autism and schizophrenia (47). In addition, data are rapidly accumulating that rare variants have a large cumulative effect on normal variation in brain function (e.g. cognition) (48-50). Given this context, there is a growing recognition of the value of neuroimaging investigations of large numbers of individuals with the same CNV that confers elevated risk for neuropsychiatric disorders and/or cognitive impairment, in order to better understand underlying mechanisms (51).

**Summary, Recommendations and Conclusions**

Imaging Genomics leverages recent advances in both genetics and the non-invasive measurement of brain structure, function and chemistry. The approach has the potential to provide valuable insights into the molecular and cellular etiology and pathophysiology of brain disorders by linking genetic variation with changes at cellular, systems and behavioral levels of measurement. Many issues related to the use of imaging phenotypes are identical to those for other quantitative traits, including heritability, heterogeneity, population stratification effects, the statistical challenges of controlling type I error in the face of multiple comparisons and publication biases. Operational solutions to those challenges have been adopted in the broader field of genetics and many of these should be consistently applied to imaging genetics. For example:

1. A well-designed study will use a well-validated phenotype, measured using tools that have construct and neural validity, sensitivity (52) and reliability (33).
2. Examination of genetic association should be based on prior evidence of involvement in the illness or the quantitative phenotype and, if the genetic evidence pertains to a disorder, linked to a pathophysiological mechanism related to the disease.
3. The study should apply established methods for addressing population stratification and other forms of heterogeneity.
4. Imaging analysis methods should be transparent, with an explicit statement regarding the number of comparisons conducted, and appropriate correction for multiple comparisons.
5. The study should be well-powered, with an empirical justification for the selected sample size. All small sample studies (n’s in the 50-100 range which will have reasonable power to detect effect sizes of 0.5 or greater, see Figure 1) should be accompanied by independent replication where replication is strictly defined as the same phenotype, same variant, and same direction of effect.
6. Mechanisms for broader data sharing need to be developed and implemented.
There are a number of unique issues related to the use of imaging measures as quantitative traits in genetic studies.

1. Well-justified selection of imaging measures in specific brain disorders, as well as motivated selection of candidate genes will enhance the sensitivity and replicability of these studies.
2. Careful implementation of best practices in the design and analysis of imaging studies, including appropriate correction for the number of comparisons and the number of analyses, will have a similar positive impact.
3. There is a consensus that independent replication and confirmation of findings in independent samples are important going forward; there is a need for the development of methodology and data sharing tools to enhance the feasibility of this. Avenues for the publication of negative studies should be supported. Increased attention to the publication of replication studies will also have a positive impact.

This review was intended to identify and offer potential solutions to a number of challenging issues related to the design, analysis and interpretation of imaging genomic studies. We undertook this effort in the context of a larger concern about replication in the biological sciences along with the recognition that imaging genomics is an approach that will continue to develop as a major focus of psychiatric research. We believe that attention to the issues raised and solutions offered in this paper will enhance the replicability and interpretability of future imaging genomic studies and stimulate needed method development to optimize the contribution of this approach to understanding the neurobiology of psychiatric disease.
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Figure Legend

Power calculations for an independent sample t-test for an effect size of 0.5 and different height thresholds typically used in imaging genetic studies. The simulations assume equal sample sizes for each of the groups. For typically used height thresholds and this effect size having 50-100 subjects in each group will generally have only moderate power to reject the null hypothesis.
Imaging genomics provides a powerful set of tools for enhancing our understanding of how genetic variation leads to variation in brain structure, function and chemistry as well as variation in cognition, emotion and behavior in health and in mental and developmental disorders. As this field has matured there has been a growing awareness, paralleling that in genetics more broadly, of the risk of false positive and non replicable findings in this field. In the present paper we review the state of the field of imaging genomics, including present concerns about non replicated results, and propose a set of guidelines and solutions intended to increase the interpretability and replicability of studies using this approach.